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By Alice Henderson

RANDOM HOUSE, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. In a future laid waste by environmental catastrophe, one woman in a
shielded megacity discovers a secret hidden within-and the nightmare of what lies beyond. The
Skyfire Saga Her designation is H124-a menial worker in a city safeguarded against the devastating
storms of the outer world. In a community where consumerism has dulled the senses, where apathy
is the norm and education is a thing of the past, H124 has one job: remove the bodies of citizens
when they pass away in their living pods. Then one night, H124 s routine leads her into the
underground ruins of an ancient university. Buried within it is a prescient alarm set up generations
ago: an extinction-level asteroid is hurtling toward Earth. When her warning is seen as an attempt
to topple the government with her knowledge of science, H124 is hunted-and sent fleeing for her
life beyond the shield of her walled metropolis. In a weather-ravaged unknown, her only hope lies
with the Rovers, the most dangerous faction on Earth. For they have continued to learn. And they
have survived to help avert a terrifying...
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Thorough guide! Its this kind of excellent go through. It normally will not price an excessive amount of. You may like just how the blogger compose this
ebook.
-- Mrs. Linnea McKenzie-- Mrs. Linnea McKenzie

This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha Lemke-- Aisha Lemke
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